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Tea glasses are the necessity not only for the families but for the offices too. These have great utility
for every family. Using glasses for beverages has been tradition of centuries. With the passage of
time, glasses saw massive transformation in sizes, shapes, designs. With the change in shopping
behavior of modern age consumer, glasses have become a decent collectables for dÃ©cor conscious
ladies. Although the kitchen accessories and crockery stores offer wide range of glasses but
Moroccan tea glasses are stealing the heart of smart buyers.

Moroccan glasses are not the recent introductions but these were not so popular till now. Recent
trend of global trading makes them choice of everyone. Moroccan tea glasses have earned global
fame within few years and today these are known just by their look in most of communities.
Although these are present in the market since decades but still these are available only in selected
leading stores. This aspect makes the collection of Moroccan tea glasses a matter to proud. Now,
what is the sociality of Moroccan glasses?

Each glass measures about 3.5 inches high and 2 inches wide. As these are made of sturdy and
super fine transparent glass, so these can be used as candle holders also. These glasses are made
of durable and super quality glass. The edges are smoothened for comfortable and safe usage.
Each glass is decorated with hand painted Moroccan art. It can be in flower theme or in leaves
theme. Many other themes are also being used to paint this category glasses. The painting is done
by the experienced artists who know the importance and fineness of this traditional art having royal
look.

Each glass bears a golden ring at top. This golden ring is the signature style of Moroccan tea
glasses.  Moroccan art may be in different bright colors. In Moroccan culture, color of tea suggests
the level of strength. The darker color means stronger tea and lighter color indicates about lighter
tea. According to this tradition, selection of color of glasses is chosen. To facilitate the users, sets of
six Moroccan tea glasses are available in mix colors. Pink, green, blue, purple, red and brown etc
are more demanded colors. Set of mix colors includes two glasses of same color. The collection of
these superb glasses is anytime tea time pleasure addition. Because of being available in attractive
packing and also of being light in weight, Moroccan tea glasses are getting tremendous popularity
as gift items also. Just serve hot or cold beverage in these glasses and feel the special impression
upon the guests.
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